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K9 Services
Tectonic Energy Consulting Inc. K9 Services has extensive experience in utilizing K9. What sets us apart
from others? We are extremely fit and can deploy to any remote and austere location... under any weather
conditions and still maintain the excellent level of service required by our clients. We are highly adaptable...
flexible and possess skills & training which enable us to react to any service requirement changes all the while
maintaining an exemplary level of loyalty and discretion.

Our dogs are SINGLE PURPOSE ONLY… which means that each
dog's training is solely focused on their area of expertise.
Our Dog handlers are graduates from the highly respected Obedience
Plus Training facility in Maple Ridge, British Columbia & have been
certified as per the Justice Institute of British Columbia standards.
Tectonic Energy Consulting Inc. clients can rest assure that only
CERTIFED handles are employed. These handlers are also graduates
of the LESTAC Law Enforcement and Security Training Academy of
Canada. Our K9 services offer the following services:



Explosives Detection



Personal or Asset Protection



Bed bug Detection



Security patrols & Protection



Search and Rescue



Patrol Services
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Narcotics Detection
Our Narcotic Detection K9 has been trained on actual real substances... is certified & validated as per Justice
Institute of British Columbia and is maintained on a weekly basis to detect the following substances: Hashish,
Marijuana, Heroin, Cocaine, Ecstasy and Methamphetamines
Patrol Services
One single K9 Security Team can seek and detect suspects at a significantly higher level of accuracy
(virtually 100% in most cases and at a much faster speed than a Security guard without a K9 partner).
K9s not only significantly enhance the client's level of protection...they also provide back-up and security for
the K9 handler.
Personal or Asset Protection
We provide protection for home, business, corporate and personal needs. Whether your preference is protection
by a K9 Security Team or security guard alone… our handlers possess extensive military experience, with
deployments in multiple war-torn countries and domestic operations. Our handlers possess extensive
surveillance and counter-terrorism training and experience, as well as personal protection, vehicle searches and
counter IED experience.
Explosives Detection
Explosive Detector Dogs are extremely versatile canines possessing the flexibility to adapt to any type of search
situation. Explosive detection handler training and certification as well as K9 bomb dog certification are part of
the trained canine package.
Bed bugs Detection
Bed Bugs emit a strong odor which is undetectable to the human olfactory senses; however to the specialized
nose of a K9, these Bed Bugs can't disguise themselves. K9s have 220 million olfactory receptors compared
to the measly 5 million of humans; therefore you can trust that a specially trained and certified Bed Bug
Detection K9 will sniff out these pesky critters. Bed Bug infestations can cost up to thousands of dollars in
extermination fees and can cause a business to close its doors.
We look forward to meeting with you to discuss your projects requirements, for further information on pricing
and availability please contact Tectonic Energy Consulting Inc. at (403) 238-2812 or visit our website at
www.tectonicenergy.com.

